The problems of class imbalance have attracted concerns of researchers in the last few years. Class imbalance problems occur when the data has unbalanced proportions between groups or levels of the response variable. The class/group with a dominant proportion is called as the majority class, while the small proportion class is known as the minority. These problems relate to the creation of bias in parameter estimation in a parametric model such as logistic regression and high misclassification rate for the minority class. Eventually, it might create a risks in the policymaking. To overcome these problems, a new approach called K-Neighbor Over-sampling (KNOS) with cleaning data is proposed in this paper. Unlike the other methods such as SMOTE, Border-line SMOTE (BLS), and Safe Level-SMOTE (SLS), in generating synthetic data, KNOS employs K minority class observations, then KNOS proceeds further by removing some majority class observations. Notice that, similar to BLS and SLS, KNOS only generates synthetic samples from original samples which are safe. In this paper KNOS has been applied to logistic regression classification method. The results showed that KNOS method produced a higher performance in terms of AUC,
Introduction
Class imbalance is a kind of data which have unbalanced proportions between two or more groups of data which are usually called as minority and majority classes. The problem is usually found in the real cases such as telephone fraud [6] , cases of health diagnosis and pollution detection [5] . In Indonesia, there are many cases of class imbalance which are strategic data development such as data on drop-out rates, illiteracy rates, unemployment and percentage of poor people [1] .
The incidence of class imbalance can cause statistical problems such as the occurrence of biases in parameter estimates [9] , [10] , [11] and inaccuracy prediction in classification especially in minority classes [4] , [7] , [3] , [12] . In various literatures, the problem of class imbalance usually associated with misclassification issues in which the accuracy of classification in minority data will be lower than in the majority class.
There are two approaches that can be used to solve class imbalance problems. They are the solution at data level and solution at algorithm level [12] . The solution at data level is applied by balancing the distribution of the majority and minority class through methods of over-sampling and under-sampling or their combination. The solution at algorithm level is applied by modifying classifier methods or by optimizing the performance of learning algorithm. The advantage of the data level solution is the possibility to select classifier methods independently.
Over-sampling approach is used more frequently than under sampling since the under-sampling method will eliminate data in the majority class which consequently caused loss of important information of the data. According to Batista et.al [2] in general, the synthetic over-sampling method gives better results than under-sampling method. The over-sampling method is more effective than under-sampling, especially on data that has a high imbalance.
The famous over-sampling method is the Synthetic Minority Over-Sampling Technique (SMOTE) [4] . In SMOTE method, the generated synthetic data exists between minority and one of the K nearest neighbors (number of K set to 5). However, the SMOTE method still has some weaknesses that the data synthetic resulted by SMOTE are still possible to spread between minority and majority data. Hence it may reduce the performance of classification. To solve the SMOTE problems, some researchers are conducted to modify SMOTE in order to create a more effective technique for improving the classification performance. The development of SMOTE is mostly done in two ways, the first is to improve the synthetic data results of SMOTE by cleaning data such as SMOTE with Edited Nearest Neighbor (ENN) [2] and SMOTE-Rough Set [12] . The second way is to determine which location will be chosen for data generating as it is expected that the result of data generating will exactly found in the minority data area such as Borderline-SMOTE (BLS) [7] and Safe level-SMOTE (SLS) [3] . In general, those modification methods have not provided the best result yet. This paper proposes a different approach to handling class imbalance. This study will use many K nearest neighbors as the basis of synthetic data generating. In addition, this research combines minority data selection and data cleaning approaches in order to produce more optimal classification accuracy.
K Neighbor Over-sampling with Cleaning Data (KNOS)
Many over-sampling methods such as SMOTE, BLS, and SLS use one nearest neighbor from K of nearby neighbors as the basis for data generation. Through this process, the result of synthetic data exists between the minority data and its selected nearest neighbor. By selecting only one of K nearest neighbor, it can yield more varied synthetic data and even overgeneralization problems. The use of 1 nearest neighbor is also done by Siriseriwan but with a different approach. Siriseriwan [13] first selects the nearest neighbor based radius so that the number of K nearest neighbor is different. Our method, KNOS is a kind of synthetic data generation which use all of K nearest neighbor from minority class so that the resulting synthetic data is between the K minority data. The result will get more homogeneous synthetic data. Figure 1 show comparison between SMOTE and KNOS using 5 nearest neighbors. Another difference between the KNOS method and the other method is the use of its nearest neighbor. In the SMOTE, BLS and SLS method, the use of nearest neighbors is only based on minority class so that the minority data being its nearest neighbors may not be the closest possible data. Meanwhile, in the KNOS method, the nearest neighbor concept is based on the distance between the two classes and then the nearest neighbor is chosen which is the minority data. So the minority data that became its nearest neighbor is the minority data that has the closest distance. In this way, the synthetic data generated is in the safe location. After the data generation, then do the process of cleaning data using adjusted Edited Nearest Neighbor (ENN). The process of cleaning data performed Batista [2] using 3 nearest neighbors, while the KNOS method using the 5 nearest neighbors as the basis of cleaning the data, so it is expected that will provide in-depth data cleaning.
The formula to generate synthetic data by SMOTE with 1 neighbor can be expressed as :
where : ∈ = minority class example ̂ = one of K-nearest neighbor for where ̂∈ ∈ [0,1] = random number the equation (1) can be expressed as:
If there are only 2 nearest neighbors then:
If there are numbers of K nearest neighbors then: 4) is the general form of over-sampling with K nearest neighbors. In KNOS, we generate a synthetic observation located inside the convex space formed by K minority point. In another hand, SMOTE and related over-sampling with SMOTE generate a synthetic observation at any point along a line connecting two minority points. Here are the steps of the KNOS method: a. Selecting the minority observation  Set number of K  Calculate K nearest neighbors based on the minority and majority observation with Euclidian distance.  Selecting minority observation for which the K nearest neighbor is only minority data. b. Generating a synthetic data by using all of K nearest neighbors correspondings to equation (4) to selected minority observation. If we have data where the majority data is M while the minority data is m. We will generate minority data so that the minority data becomes m*, then we need synthetic data as m*-m. c. Removing or cleaning noisy majority class observation  For each majority class observation, identifying 5 nearest neighbors  Remove observation which has all 5 neighbor are minority class
Logistic Regression
Logistic regression (LR) is a method used to understand the relation between the categorical response of either binary or multinomial with independent variables in the form of categorical and numerical scales. LR can be used to classify an observation into a positive or negative class. The logistic regression model with a response variable Y and n predictor variable 12 , ,... n x x x can be formulated by [8] :
...
The link function for binomial data using logit is:
The method of parameter estimation commonly used in logistic regression is the MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimation) method. The log of likelihood function can be expressed as: 
Performance Measurements
Evaluation of performance of classification is measured by confusion matrix. Table 1 showed the confusion matrix which contains information about actual and prediction of positive class and negative class where negative indicate majority class and positive indicate minority class. The accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and G-Mean of Table 1 can be calculated as follows:
Using accuracy to evaluate the measures of classification on class imbalance is not enough to show the goodness of classification. Accuracy only indicates the precision of classification on the composite of both majority and minority data classes. Performance measures such as sensitivity, specificity, Area under the curve of Receiver Operator Characteristic (AUC) and Geometric Mean (G-Mean) are more appropriate for class imbalance because they are more specific in predicting each class. AUC value is between 0.5 to 1 where the value close to 1 means the accuracy of classification is very good or can distinguish the class very well [8] .
Result of Study

Simulation Study
The simulation data used two predictor variables ( 1 and 2 ) and response variable ( ). The predictor variables are generated using a standard normal distribution ( ( 1~( 0,1), 2~( 0,1) ). While response variables are generated using the Bernoulli distribution where the Y value follows the distribution:
The data generation process is performed on different imbalance ratio (IR) with fixed parameter. The simulation data process is applied by n=4000 with 1000 replication. Complete can be seen in Table 2 Figures 2 and 3 show the average AUC boxplot value and average sensitivity on different phi in the original data and use the over-sampling method of BLS, SLS, and KNOS. In the original data shows that the value of AUC and sensitivity decreases as the data becomes more unbalanced. Even on data with small phi value (phi≤0.05), the sensitivity value is below 0.5. This shows the accuracy of classification especially minority data on unbalanced data decreases. In addition, the distribution of AUC values and sensitivity has a larger range of unbalanced data. Based on over-sampling method, KNOS method has better performance that is AUC value and sensitivity is higher than another method. This happens at different phi values. Table 3 present summary statistics of AUC and sensitivity based on the over-sampling method on phi variation. In general, the KNOS method tends to perform better when compared to the BLS and SLS with shorter range values and smaller standard deviation.
Experimental Study
In application, we use five quantitative data sets. Four data sets from KEEL (http://www.keel.es/datasets.php) and UCI Repository of Machine Learning Databases (http://archive.isc.edu/ml/datasets.html); Ecoli4, Glass2, Haberman's Survival and Yeast2. The poor households data set based on the results of the National Socio-Economic Survey (Susenas) in Yogyakarta Province in Indonesia. Susenas has been conducted by Statistics-Indonesia (BPS) annually to produce the social-economic indicators. The first to last column of Table 4 represents the data sets name, the number of attributes, the number of examples and imbalance ratio (IR) which ratio of majority class compare to a minority class. The application of the over-sampling method is done on the Ecoli4, Glass2, Haberman's survival, Yeast2 and Poor households data sets which have different IR values. Table 5 shows that all of over-sampling approaches outperforms the results with the original data-sets as expected. KNOS methods have better performance when compared to the BLS and SLS based on sensitivity, AUC values and G-Mean in various data sets. 
Conclusion
There are many approaches for handling class imbalance problems but still unsatisfactory. KNOS method can be used as an alternative method to handle class imbalance problem. The results of data simulation and data application show that KNOS method can give a better result from BLS and SLS method based on AUC, G-Mean, and sensitivity performance measures. The results of the KNOS method are able to provide a more consistent based on smaller range and standard deviation values.
